
Ricardo Plascencia 
 
El Pollo Loco  
1519 W Chapman 
Orange CA 92868 
 
Clock in #: 111 
 
Ricardo greets his manager and coworkers then he clocks in with ID number 111. 
 
Special Instructions: 
Managers need the coach to be actively supporting the participant. Coach should greet  
customers and provide great customer service as well.   
  
Every Wednesday Ricardo’s new work schedule comes out and ready to view in the touch screen. 
He knows how to do it, help him take a good picture of his schedule on his phone so he may learn 
what days/hours he works that week.!  
  
Every other Wednesday Ricardo gets paid. Check in with manager for his paycheck, but  
have Michael ask for it. 
 
  
Tasks  

1. Ricardo washes his hands (he’s supposed to do so every time he enters the kitchen) 
2. First, get white sanitizer bucket with 2 green cloth rags (They are in the back room by the trash 

area) One cloth is to clean the tables the other to clean the chairs (coach). 
3. Refill Salsa Bar (wash hands first; Ricardo and coach should wear gloves, the salsa pitchers -tall 

ones- are in the refrigerator) Check that the salsa bar has all the necessary supplies (small cups, lids, 
napkins, straws, etc.) Make sure everything is clean. SALSA BAR should always be clean.  

4. Check lobby. Ricardo should provide Customer Service. Prompt him to ask if he can clear (pick up 
tray) the table, if everything is ok or if customer needs anything else. He should answer: “My 
pleasure” instead of “Your welcome” 

5. Do table touching and sweep the floor with green broom. Coach assists with dust pan. 
6. Check/ Clean Bathrooms. Wear gloves. Get Spic and Span spray bottle and necessary supplies (extra 

gloves, toilet paper, paper towels, hand soap). Coach should check the bathroom is clean before 
moving into the next task. Bathroom doors need to be clean too. 

7. Wash hands. Wear gloves. Check Salsa Bar one more time. (check salsa bar in between tasks/ check 
salsa bar no longer than 10 mins apart.) 

8. Clean windows. Use water only. Ricardo does not need to clean all the windows every time. He 
just needs to make sure that the overall appearance of the lobby is good. He cleans the 
windows that have fingerprints or food on them and the salsa bar glass. 

9. Trash. Wear gloves. Ricardo needs to take out the trash in lobby and ALL kitchen trash in the 
Restaurant. (as needed/twice sometimes) 

10. Check salsa bar, lobby and sweep kitchen. 
 
Wash hands for 20 seconds, Fingertips to elbow every time he goes to the kitchen, after cleaning the 
bathroom, before refilling salsa bar etc.) 
 



11. Parking Lot. Make sure the area outside the store is clean with no trash around. Use green broom 
 

 
12. After everything looks good Ricardo asks manager for his break. He needs to make 

sure the lobby looks good before getting his brake. He usually gets something to 
drink and enjoys his break in the lobby. (10 mins) 

13. Wash hands. Check Salsa Bar, lobby and bathrooms (clean/restock as needed) after 
his break 

14. Then, one of the last things he does is refill the ice machine at the drive thru line. He 
needs to refill both ice buckets (can be usually found in the supply room) & then if 
needed once he refills the ice machine he may or may not have to refill one more ice 
bucket for the machine. It needs to be fully filled before he leaves!!  

15. Check lobby, bathrooms, salsa bar. Everything must be clean and stocked before 
asking manager if he can clock out. Remind Ricardo to reply with a “Thank you” to 
the manager. 

 

 
 


